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A Philadelphia native, Jim has 
been with SQA for two years.  
He began as an auditor and 
quickly transitioned to work as  
a technical reviewer with the 
SQA Content Team. He has 
worked on several client  
programs, including GSK,  
Medtronic, and Johnson &  
Johnson.  
 

What is your background?  
My education is in electrical engineering, but I’ve had  
continuing education in Quality Assurance and Regulatory 
Affairs over the past twenty years. My first professional 
employment was  manufacturing computer peripherals in 
the early 80s. Later, I moved to a Quality Management 
role in the equipment division of a chemical company  
servicing customers as varied as nuclear power plants, 
food products, and automotive industries.  
 
Since the equipment was placed into those facilities, it  
required our compliance to their varied standards. This 
was my first experience with US CFR (albeit Nuclear 10 CFR 
50), and where I first learned about ISO 9000. For the past 
decade now my work has been centered on FDA regulated 
products including surgical suite instruments, x-ray  
imaging equipment and combination devices/biologics for 
IVD tests of cancer patients. All these products have had 
global markets, introducing me to the various  
standards and regulatory bodies around the world. 
 
How did you get started in the Quality industry?  
I started in QA functions due to two factors: an aptitude 
for data and statistical analysis, and a realization that there 
were really creative electrical engineers designing things I 
hadn't imagined.  
  
What practices translate into good audit report writing?  
As funny as it may seem, essay writing and story telling; 
the ideas being that you want the reader to see that your 
conclusions are based upon a rational argument –  
evidence; and you want the reader to understand what 
you are describing. Avoid jargon and industry terms that 
may not be universal; members of your audience will  
often be stakeholders without your level of technical  
background, so be descriptive. 

Another important thing to do is read the report after you 
write it, checking that the data is consistent, the sentences 
are complete, and the spellings are correct. These may 
seem like only nuisances in the greater scheme, but these 
errors can cause a reader to question the accuracy of the 
entire report. The goal of the report is to have the reader 
nodding their head in understanding — seeing what you 
saw by reading what you wrote. 
 

Do you have any time-saving tips when on an audit?  
Along with planning and being prepared, I think the  
opening meeting is a most crucial 30 minutes. It is where 
you can assess the environment, and present yourself as 
capable, competent, and fair. It’s also a time to help the 
facility be prepared; if your previously requested  
documents and records are not present, ask for them to 
be brought to the room before your tour; it saves time for 
later review. During the tour, stop and take notes, talk to 
operators. This is where there is ample evidence of  
production process and controls, and lab methods and 
records. During the walk around you witness hygiene, pest 
control, facility organization, layout and control, cleaning 
and plant and equipment maintenance, and collect  
reference data as source material for calibration, training, 
and validation record requests. 
 

How do you stay up-to-date on changes and trends in the 
industry? 
I regularly receive and review an e-Newsletter of what’s 
new with CDER, CDRH & CBER; the FDA divisions relevant 
to Drugs, Biologics and Devices. I also regularly check the 
FDA’s website to see what is trending in Warning Letters 
and Enforcement Actions. 
 
What is something about you that surprises people?  
Back in 1998, during the first year that I was a single father 
of two boys, I was engaged in charity fund- and spirit-  
raisers doing a stand-up comedy bit. The routine featured 
stories of my sons as toddlers. Usually, the boys, aged 3 
and 4 at the time, were milling around the stage absorbed 
in their imagination, but frequently enough a story I’d be 
telling would spark a memory for them and they would 
chime in a reminder, “Tell them about the time we took 
out the window Dad!” or “Dad, tell them about the time 
we painted each other blue and yellow!” 
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